THEORY OF CHANGE

WHAT WE DO

Global Transformation
Global, regional, and multi-country, multi-sector partnerships (influence)

Strong Country Systems
System strengthening at local level beyond partner areas and national level in 20+ focus & non-focus countries (scale)

Local Impact
Full model implementation in 150+ partner areas (proof)

Research and Innovation
• Institutional arrangements & coordination
• Service delivery infrastructure
• Monitoring
• Planning
• Finance
• Regulation & accountability
• Water resources management
• Learning & adaptation

WHAT THAT LEADS TO

High level political will accelerates progress

Key actors have adequate capacity

Sector finance is secured

Citizens demand higher levels of service

Collective action drives transformative change

Organizational change supports Destination 2030

Outcomes

WHAT THAT DELIVERS

Global Transformation
Radical change in how WASH services are delivered globally

200M
Strong Country Systems
Strong national WASH systems that provide improved services for 200M people

20M
Local Impact
Strong local WASH systems that provide improved service levels for 20M people

2B
SDG 6
Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all, including closing the gap for over 2B people globally

LEVELS (where)

APPROACHES (how)

SYSTEM STRENGTHENING (what)

OUTCOMES

IMPACT TARGETS

GLOBAL VISION (why)